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Main » TERM » W » Windows XP is an operating system that Microsoft introduced in 2001. It served as an innovation of the windows NT kernel and a successor to Windows Me (for consumers) and windows 2000 (for businesses). It was finally succeeded by Windows Vista in 2006. Like most other Windows operating
systems, XP was available in two versions: Home Edition (32-bit only) and Professional Edition (32- or 64-bit). Mobility was a major focus on all facets of the technology at the time, so both versions of XP included support for plug-and-play features as well as wireless network connectivity using the 802.11x wireless
security standard. Both versions were also available as a full license or an upgrade to an existing Windows operating system. History of Windows XP Prior to its official release in 2001, XP had been developed as two separate projects (called Odyssey and Neptune) until they were consolidated under the title Whistler. The
intention was to merge the previously distinct lines of consumer and enterprise-level operating systems, effectively ending the development of MS-DOS. XP's marketing slogan in 2001 was originally Get Ready to Fly, but the September 11 attacks in the United States caused Microsoft to change messages to Yes You
Can to avoid negative repercussions. The release was immediately regarded as a success. Many users praised its ease of use, stability and performance benefits, among other benefits. The initial version of Windows XP was followed by the release of Windows XP 64-Bit Edition (v2002) and Windows XP 64-Bit Edition
(v2003). Windows XP Media Center Edition was also released in 2002 for home theater systems and similar entertainment environments. It included support for a digital video recorder (DVR) and expanded multimedia content. In 2014, Microsoft announced that it would be ending support for Windows XP. This move had
a significant impact on both business users and government employees, and reports of compatibility issues quickly emerged, as well as a number of security vulnerabilities that would no longer be addressed with system updates or patches. As a result, many users weighed these risks against the cost of upgrading to a
new operating system and the accompanying learning curve. Today, less than 1% of devices still operate on Windows XP. Windows XP features The XP version has been considered the most significant version of Windows since Windows 95. Short of experience, Windows XP naturally introduced a greater focus on the
user interface; In addition to an updated appearance, XP provided a more stable and reliable environment than previous versions of Windows. Other features of Windows XP include: Automatic updates Support for Internet Explorer 6 Windows Multilingual Support (Professional Edition) Remote Start Menu (Professional
Edition) Remote Desktop (Professional Edition), including support for window grouping, fixed item lists, etc. Booting faster, log on, log off, hibernate, and user switching Maybe you bought a new pc and want to block it from threats. Or you downloaded a dubious security program. Whatever your situation, within a few
minutes after downloading and installing Avast Free Antivirus you will have already completed your first scan. One of the best independent study-based performances for its protection power, Avast will quickly scan internet browser vulnerabilities, outdated applications, viruses, and malware, and then show a set of
advanced issues. Of course, the resolution of these advanced issues is a provocation; you need to upgrade to Avast Internet Security or Premium for these and many other cool features. The download process is a piece of cake, it delivers quickly on its promise of virus and malware detection and resolution, and offers a
ton of different options to lock your PC from all angles if you want to pay more. Some of the free versions seemed intrusive. After installation, it prompts you to install Avast Secure Browser, and after checking the Avast Passwords feature, chrome's next browsing session has pop-up to allow Avast to handle passwords.
These, however, are no reason to avoid Avast. The platform is full of functionality in a user interface so smooth that you almost want the app to find flaws to keep you clicking. Avast scores points for a perfect and inviting user interface that gets right to the point of installing it: let's look for some viruses. Thus, begins a
comprehensive health check that claims to leverage the world's largest threat detection network. It is difficult for a layman to judge the effectiveness of a program like this. It scans four categories (browser, applications, viruses/malware, and advanced issues) before deeming it safe or not. The first idea of the pay-to-play
framework for Avast comes in the last stage of Smart Scan. 'Confidential documents are unprotected! Primary folders are exposed to ransomware! You're just using a basic firewall! Fake websites can hurt you! You need Avast Internet Security to solve them at a very low price per year. After running Smart Scan for the
first time, you can now enjoy the Avast UI and the plethora of options it offers. In it, there are four tiles. Here you see a simple green, yellow or red traffic light motif, depending on open vulnerabilities. When it's green, it means that its protection components are on. It's okay, it's okay. A yellow warning would mean a
recent and urgent vulnerability. Red means that there is a critical problem with the major antivirus components that you need to solve. Anything other than a green one will have a button to press for a guided resolution. Eight features you can actively decide to run beyond scans of intelligent scanning virus. Smart
scanning is the default choice, but you can choose more specific scans, such as a full virus scan, a scan of certain folders or external drives, a scan that focuses on startup procedures and you can even create your own scan.- Core shields. Avast has four shields that it maintains at all times. One for files, system
behavior, web activities, and emails and attachment. You can switch these here. The quarantine zone. Any detected viruses are stored here. Scans all wi-fi-enabled components on your network for any threats.- Real site (premium). Ensures that you do not have DNS hijacked, which redirects you from a real site to a fake
version.- Sandbox (premium). Very interesting feature where you can run applications, download files and visit the web from a secure environment. If you have questions about something you just downloaded, you can run it in the sandbox with a clear conscience.- Firewall (premium). Its usual firewall protection service
that some consider better than Windows Defender.- Ransomware Shield (Premium). This cool tool protects any files or folders that contain your personal and confidential data. You can also choose which applications are able to modify these files. Six features appear here- Offers an alternative to internet browser
password management (Chrome comes to mind) that Avast claims to be more secure due to better encryption. It has many of the same features, such as auto-completion forms and random password generation.- SECURELine VPN. Avast offers a free VPN service that, if you're not familiar with the concept, is a virtual
private network that encrypts all your behavior data on the Internet. Many modern internet users swear by technology in this ever-increasing data-driven world.- AntiTrack Premium. Every time you use the web, you leave digital traces that third parties use to measure this behavior. That's how you get targeted ads.
AntiTrack obfuscates your digital behavior to prevent this.- Data shredder (premium). Go the extra mile to ensure that any deleted files are completely replaced and unrecoverable.- Webcam Shield (premium). Ever wonder if your webcam spies on you? This removes this chance-- Data shield sensitive (premium). This
feature checks for sensitive documents and then applies controls to which applications can touch them. Some extra features: Cleanup Premium. Nothing to do with security, but a cool option to give your PC a fit.- Driver update. Single store to update system drivers. After a quick installation, it identifies any number of
drivers on your PC, such as your video card, PCI express port, wireless adapter, and recommends an update. Requires Avast Internet Security package to run updates.- Do not disturb the mode: Super cool. When you're performing full screen, playing or watching a movie, you won't receive any pop-up messages from
the customer. You enable this feature by application so that you can choose where to implement it.- Update Similar to Driver Updater, but for software applications, for example, Adobe Reader.Where can you run this program? Can you install Avast on Windows, Mac and Android.Is is there a better alternative? You have
many options similar to Avast. Don't neglect the built-in Microsoft Windows Defender. It scores well for for antivirus protection and will not attempt to install all kinds of extra software on your PC that often remind you to update or decrease your performance in the background. Kaspersky and Bitdefender are other great
options that keep it simple and score high on malware. It doesn't take time to download and be scanned, the basic antivirus and malware scans as well as anything else, and there are so many modular options. We thought it might be a little less invasive in the pop-ups and earlier on what exactly is hidden behind the
paywall before you get excited to run a feature. Should you download it? Yes. While your native Microsoft Windows Defender probably takes care of most threats, it's always good to get a second opinion, especially if you want to be extra secure with Avast's pay-to-play options that Windows Defender will never have.
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